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Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is a data-driven technique that decomposes a
signal into several zero-mean oscillatory waveforms according to the levels of oscillation.
Most of the studies on EMD have focused on its use as an empirical tool. Recently, Rilling
and Flandrin [2008] studied theoretical aspects of EMD with extensive simulations,
which allow a better understanding of the method. However, their theoretical results have
been obtained by considering constraints on the signal such as equally spaced extrema
and constant frequency. The present study investigates the theoretical properties of
EMD using cubic spline interpolation under more general conditions on the signal. This
study also theoretically supports modiﬁed EMD procedures in Kopsinis and Mclaughlin
[2008] and developed for improving the conventional EMD. Furthermore, all analyses
are preformed in the time domain where EMD actually operates; therefore, the principle
of EMD can be visually and directly captured, which is useful in interpreting EMD as a
detection procedure of hidden components.
Keywords: Cubic splines; empirical mode decomposition; frequency.

1. Introduction
A time-varying frequency, termed instantaneous frequency (IF), is a key
characteristic of nonstationary signals [Boashash (1992)]. The empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) proposed by Huang et al. [1998] is a data-driven algorithm
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for decomposing a signal into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) in which the IF is
well deﬁned. Although EMD has been widely used for analyzing nonstationary or
nonlinear signals [Huang et al. (1998); Huang and Shen (2005)], there has been a
deﬁciency in theoretical studies on it.
Recently, the pioneering study of Rilling and Flandrin [2008] provided a remarkable discussion of the possibilities and limitations of EMD along with extensive
simulations. They clariﬁed the ranges of frequency and amplitude ratios between
the higher frequency (HF) and the lower frequency (LF) components, which can
be used to ﬁgure out which component determines the extrema of a signal. They
then derived the model for EMD with those extrema based on Fourier representation according to diﬀerent ranges. Moreover, Rilling and Flandrin [2008] extended
their analysis on EMD to a general signal model that consists of simple waveforms
deﬁned by Fourier expansion.
However, their studies were carried out under the following stringent conditions:
(1) the two components (HF and LF) of the signal are sinusoids having constant
amplitudes and frequencies, (2) the extrema of the signal x(t) are equally spaced in
order to use the Dirac comb for extremum sampling, (3) the extrema of the signal
are assumed to be the same as the extrema of HF or LF; in that case, the iteration of
EMD process is not actually required because this assumption is the ultimate goal
of EMD that is supposed to be achieved at the last iteration in the EMD process,
and (4) in the generalization of Rilling and Flandrin [2008], the Fourier expansion
is applied to an IMF, which might be a nonstationary component. Although Rilling
and Flandrin [2008] provided excellent results of theoretical EMD aspects particularly for signals having two constant frequency components, their analysis was
too speciﬁc for explaining the manner that EMD works for a general signal having
time-varying frequency and amplitude. Furthermore, it cannot be visible to show
the process, in which EMD works for a general signal, based on Fourier representation. Overall, their analysis for EMD provides a signiﬁcant contribution, but it
inherits all limitations of Fourier transform. Hence, it is essential to investigate an
ideal analysis on EMD that should deal with a general type of signals; for example,
signals having time-varying frequency.
In this paper, we discuss the principle of EMD according to the ranges studied
in Rilling and Flandrin [2008], mainly focusing on how the method works and why
it does not. For this purpose, we take advantage of the concept of cubic spline
interpolation that provides a direct interpretation of the EMD principle. The main
contribution of the paper is twofold. First, we signiﬁcantly relax the assumptions
on the signal in order to obtain theoretical interpretation results of EMD, which
include those of Rilling and Flandrin [2008]. Our analysis is not limited to a certain
number of components, a constant frequency or amplitude, a sinusoidal signal, or
the type of expansion (e.g., Fourier expansion). For example, the proposed analysis
can deal with the following chirp signal x(t) = HF + LF = 2 cos 2π(0.2t + 0.1t2 ) +
3 cos 2π(0.05t), whereas Rilling and Flandrin [2008] cannot handle it. The only
requirement of our analysis is that the HF component should be an IMF, which is a
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trivial and essential assumption. Second, our interpretation is discussed in the time
domain, where the sifting process of EMD is performed. Consequently, the steps in
the decomposition process can be visually depicted, so that it is useful in acquiring
a deep understanding of EMD as well as in explaining the EMD principle.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy reviews the
EMD algorithm and a framework for understanding the EMD process. In Sec. 3,
we investigate important facts to show that EMD can be explained by cubic spline
interpolation, and discuss the principle of EMD by considering three cases with
diﬀerent ranges of frequency and amplitude ratios. Finally, concluding remarks are
presented in Sec. 4.
2. Background
2.1. Empirical mode decomposition
Huang et al. [1998] deﬁned an oscillatory wave to be an IMF if it satisﬁed two
conditions: (1) the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings should
be equal or diﬀer by one and (2) at any point, the mean of the upper envelope
and the lower envelope should be zero. Hence, the IMF is a locally zero-symmetric
function to which Hilbert transform can be correctly applied to obtain the IF. The
EMD process for obtaining the IMF can be summarized as follows: (1) identify the
local extrema of the given signal x(t); (2) construct the upper (lower) envelope by
applying cubic spline interpolation to all the local maxima (minima), and let µ0
be the mean envelope; (3) compute the diﬀerence c1 (t) = x(t) − µ0 (t); (4) perform
steps (1)–(3) by considering c1 as the given signal, determine ck = ck−1 − µk−1 , and
repeat the above steps until ck satisﬁes the above-mentioned IMF conditions or a
stopping rule; and (5) extract IMFs repeatedly until a monotone residue remains.
Thus, the signal is ﬁnally decomposed into n IMFs imfi , i = 1, . . . , n and a residue
n
rn , i.e., x(t) = i=1 imf i (t) + rn (t).
2.2. Framework for understanding the behavior of EMD
Here, we brieﬂy review the framework used by Rilling and Flandrin [2008] in their
analysis. Such a review will be useful for explaining the relationship between the
extrema in the signal and the frequency and amplitude ratios of the two components
(HF and LF).
Consider a signal with two components. Let one component has an amplitude,
frequency, and phase of a1 , f1 , and ϕ1 , respectively; let these parameters be a2 ,
f2 , and ϕ2 , respectively, in the case of the other component. Without the loss of
generality, we can use the following expressions: a = a2 /a1 , f = f2 /f1 (f ∈ (0, 1)),
and ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 . Then, we obtain the simple continuous-time model
x(t; a, f ) = cos 2πt + a cos(2πf t + ϕ),

t ∈ R.

The terms cos 2πt and a cos(2πf t + ϕ) denote the HF and LF components,
respectively.
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Now, by simply following the derivation made by Rilling and Flandrin [2008],
we consider the three cases such as: (1) 1 > af > af 2 , (2) af > af 2 > 1, and
(3) af > 1 > af 2 . In the ﬁrst (second) case, the HF (LF) component determines
the extrema of the signal. In these two cases, each extremum of the signal is distant from the corresponding extremum of the HF (LF) component by at most
1/(2π) sin−1 (af )(1/(2πf ) sin−1 (1/af )). In the third case, the extrema cannot be
properly detected close to the extrema of HF or LF. For details, refer to Rilling
and Flandrin [2008].
3. EMD Principle Based on the Cubic Spline Interpolation
In this section, we present an analysis on the EMD principle based on the cubic
spline interpolation in the time domain; such an analysis provides a clear understanding of the meaning of EMD outputs as well as the possibilities and limitations
of EMD. Cubic spline interpolation plays an important role in this theoretical analysis. We ﬁrst discuss how the characteristics of a signal can be represented by cubic
spline interpolation, which allows the analysis to be applied to signals other than
sinusoidal signals. We then explain the behavior of EMD based on cubic spline
interpolation within the framework for the three cases mentioned in the previous
section.
3.1. EMD and cubic spline interpolation
Let the signal x(t) be expressed as:
x(t) = h(t) + (t),

(1)

where h(t) represents the HF component of x(t) and (t) denotes the sum of LF
components of it; the IF of h(t) at any instant is greater than the highest IF
among LF components. The component(s) h(t) and/or (t) can have a time-varying
frequency or amplitude, and the only requirement is that h(t) satisﬁes the IMF
conditions.
Let S[K, x](t) be the cubic spline interpolation of x(t) with the set of time points
of knots K = {tj : j = 1, 2, . . .}. Deﬁne the set of time points of the maxima in
x(t) as M x = {mxj : j = 1, 2, . . .} and the set of time points of the minima as
N x = {nxj : j = 1, 2, . . .}. Then, S[M x , x](t) represents the upper envelope of x(t)
in the EMD process, and similarly, S[N x , x](t) denotes the lower envelope of x(t).
Proposition 1. The visible upper (lower) envelope is the sum of the hidden cubic
spline interpolations of h(t) and (t) with knots that are the maxima (minima) of
x(t). That is,
S[M x , x](t) = S[M x , h](t) + S[M x , ](t),

(2)

S[N x , x](t) = S[N x , h](t) + S[N x , ](t).

(3)
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Proof. The upper envelope of x(t) on the interval [mxj , mxj+1 ] is formed by the two
adjacent maxima x(mxj ) and x(mxj+1 ). Let dxj = mxj+1 − mxj . The upper envelope
can be constructed as:



mxj+1 − t
dxj x x
(t − mxj )2
x
x
x
x(mj ) − γ (mj+1 ) (t − mj ) +
S[M , x](t) =
dxj
6
dxj



dxj x x
(mxj+1 − t)2
t − mxj
x
x
x(mj+1 ) − γ (mj ) (mj+1 − t) +
,
+
dxj
6
dxj
(4)
where γ x denotes the second derivative of the cubic spline, and hence, γ x (mxj ) is
an element of γ x = R−1 QT x, where γ x = (.., γ x (mxj ), ..)T and x = (.., x(mxj ), ..)T .
Here, the matrix Q is an n × (n − 2) matrix with entries qij , for i = 1, . . . , n and
j = 2, . . . , n − 1, given by qj−1,j = 1/dxj−1 , qjj = −(1/dxj−1 + 1/dxj ), qj+1,j = 1/dxj ,
and qij = 0 for |i − j| ≥ 2, and the symmetric matrix R is an (n − 2) × (n − 2)
matrix with elements rij , for i and j taking values from 2 to (n − 2), given by rii =
(dxi−1 + dxi )/3, ri,i+1 = ri+1,i = dxi /6, and rij = 0 for |i − j| ≥ 2. For details on cubic
splines, refer to Green and Silverman [1994] and Unser [1999]. Then, from Eq. (1),
γ x = R−1 QT x = R−1 QT h + R−1 QT  = γ h + γ  ,

(5)

where γ h = (.., γ h (mxj ), ..)T and γ  = (.., γ  (mxj ), ..)T . Hence, from Eqs. (1) and (5),
we obtain Eq. (2) by substituting x(·) with h(·) + (·) and γ x (·) with γ h (·) + γ  (·)
in Eq. (4). Similarly, Eq. (3) is obtained.
Next, we discuss the manner that the EMD output after n iterations can be
represented by the original components and a linear combination of the spline
interpolations of h and  for each ci , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, where ci denotes the
component extracted after i iterations of the sifting process. This representation of
the output is crucial for understanding the behavior of EMD for the three cases.
To clarify the above statement, we deﬁne E1i = M ci and E2i = N ci as the set of
time points of the maxima and minima of the extracted signal ci (t). Note that c0 is
identical to the original signal x(t). Thus, E10 = M x and E20 = N x . In addition, let
µi be the mean envelope of ci , and S[K2 , S[K1 , y]] = S[K2 K1 , y] denotes the spline
interpolation of S[K1 , y] with the set of knots K2 .
Proposition 2. The component cn extracted after n iterations of the sifting process can be expressed in terms of the HF component, the LF component, and a
linear combination of spline interpolations of the two components in each iteration.
That is,
cn = c0 −

n−1


µi = h +  −

i=0
h
= h − ξn−1
+  − ˆn−1 ,

n−1


µi ,

i=0

(6)
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h
where ξn−1
and ˆn−1 are defined as:
h
=
ξn−1

n−1

i=0

2
2
n−1
2
 1 

1
S[Eki , h] −
S[Eki22 Eki11 , h]
2
2
2
i >i
k=1

n−1


+

i3 >i2 >i1

2

k2 =1 k1 =1

1

2
2
2
1   
S[Eki33 Eki22 Eki11 , h]
23
k3 =1 k2 =1 k1 =1

+ · · · − (−1)n

2
2

1 
·
·
·
S[Ekn−1
· · · Ek01 , h]
n
2n
kn =1

(7)

k1 =1

and
ˆn−1 =

n−1

i=0

+

2
2
n−1
2
 1 

1
S[Eki , ] −
S[Eki22 Eki11 , ]
2
2
2
i >i
k=1

n−1

i3 >i2 >i1

2

k2 =1 k1 =1

1

2
2
2
1   
S[Eki33 Eki22 Eki11 , ]
23
k3 =1 k2 =1 k1 =1

+ · · · − (−1)n

2
2

1 
·
·
·
S[Ekn−1
· · · Ek01 , ].
n
2n
kn =1

(8)

k1 =1

h
consists of the interpolating cubic splines of h, S[Eki , h] and
We remark that ξn−1
repeated interpolating cubic spline results of the spline with the newly given knots
· · · Ek01 , h]. ˆn−1 does
in each iteration, S[Eki22 Eki11 , h], S[Eki33 Eki22 Eki11 , h], . . . , S[Ekn−1
n
h
similarly. We also note that each sum of the coeﬃcients of ξn−1 and ˆn−1 is n C1 −
n
h
n C2 + · · · − (−1) n Cn = 1, and hence, the sums of the coeﬃcients of h − ξn−1 and
ˆ
 − n−1 are zero, respectively. The fact that the sums of coeﬃcients are equal to
zero is very important for providing an interpretation for the iterations during the
h
denotes an error for an estimator of
EMD process. As we will discuss later, ξn−1
ˆ
zero function and n−1 is an estimator of  or vice versa according to the cases.

Proof. From Proposition 1, the EMD output c1 can be expressed as:
c1 = c0 − µ0
S[M x , ] + S[N x , ]
S[M x , h] + S[N x , h]
+−
2
2
h
ˆ
= h − ξ0 +  − 0 .

= h−

(9)

A term µ1 is the mean envelope of c1 (= c0 − µ0 ), which is the output of the ﬁrst
sifting process, and hence, it is deﬁned as µ1 = 12 {S[M c1 , c1 ] + S[N c1 , c1 ]}. On the
basis of Proposition 1, it follows that
µ1 =

1
{S[M c1 , c0 ] − S[M c1 , µ0 ] + S[N c1 , c0 ] − S[N c1 , µ0 ]}.
2
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After applying Proposition 1 to each term of µ1 , we obtain S[M c1 , c0 ] = S[M c1 , x] =
S[M c1 , h] + S[M c1 , ] and
S[M c1 , µ0 ] =
=

1
{S[M c1 , S[M x , x] + S[N x , x]]}
2
1
{S[M c1 , S[M x , h]] + S[M c1 , S[M x , ]]
4
+ S[M c1 , S[N x , h]] + S[M c1 , S[N x , ]]}.

Considering the similarity between the expressions of S[N c1 , c0 ] and S[N c1 , µ0 ] and
rearranging the terms, we obtain the extracted component c2 as:

1
1
c2 = h − {S[M x , h] + S[N x , h]} + {S[M c1 , h] + S[N c1 , h]}
2
2
1
{S[M c1 , S[M x , h]] + S[M c1 , S[N x , h]]
4

c1
x
c1
x
+ S[N , S[M , h]] + S[N , S[N , h]]}

−


+−

1
1
{S[M x , ] + S[N x , ]} + {S[M c1 , ] + S[N c1 , ]}
2
2

1
{S[M c1 , S[M x , ]] + S[M c1 , S[N x , ]]
4

c1
x
c1
x
+ S[N , S[M , ]] + S[N , S[N , ]]}
−

= h − ξ1h +  − ˆ1 .
By letting S[E11 E10 , x] = S[M c1 , S[M x , x]] and repeatedly applying the above
derivation for the next n − 1 iterations, we obtain cn .
3.2. Behavior of EMD in the framework
Here, we explain the EMD principle by considering the following three cases that
were taken into consideration by Rilling and Flandrin [2008] in their analysis. We
note that our analysis allows a time-varying frequency and amplitude, i.e., a and f
mean a(t) and f (t), respectively, and hence, each case represents local properties.
3.2.1. Case 1 > af > af 2 where the HF component determines
the extrema of the signal
Since EMD extracts the HF component, this case can be considered as a normal
case. We perform an extensive analysis on EMD principle to ﬁgure out how the
method works in this case. Moreover, we also investigate the situation where EMD
does not work properly and the reason why it does not perform well.
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3.2.1.1. Understanding of EMD at the ﬁrst iteration
Since mxj is close to mhj in this case, the hidden cubic spline S[M x , h] in Eq. (9)
can eﬃciently represent the upper envelope of h, S[M h , h]. Similarly, S[N x , h] in
Eq. (9) describes the lower envelope of h properly. On the other hand, the hidden components S[M x , ] and S[N x , ] in Eq. (9) are cubic spline interpolations
of the LF component with knots in {mxj } and {nxj }, respectively. The number of
knots for the LF component representation is approximately given by 1/f for one
oscillation of LF component in this case, and hence, these cubic spline interpolations can function as eﬃcient estimators of the LF component for a low f value,
1/f > 3. However, when constructing spline interpolation with a high f value, an
undersampling problem happens.
The ﬁrst column in Fig. 1 shows how EMD works well at the ﬁrst iteration
for a simulated signal whose HF is a linear chirp satisfying 1 > af > af 2 with
a low f value. As one can see in the ﬁgure, the interval between two consecutive knots decreases over time. We estimate and observe the red upper envelope
of the signal, as shown in the ﬁrst row. It is composed of two invisible spline
estimators, S[M x , h] and S[M x , ], which are plotted in red color in the second
and third panels. In order to identify the spline estimators of the LF component
corresponding to the maxima and minima of x(t), S[M x , ] and S[N x , ], we separately plot them in the third and fourth panels. It is apparent that the cubic
splines of the HF component represent their (true) symmetric envelopes well. Since
f is fairly small in this example, the number of knots used for the spline interpolation of the LF component is suﬃcient to make the spline a good estimator
of LF.

Signal

Signal

HF

HF

HF

HFenvelopes

LF

LF

IMF1

LF

LF

IMF2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Case 1 > af > af 2 : (a) EMD works well at the ﬁrst iteration. (b) and (c) EMD does not
work properly. The red and blue lines represent interpolating cubic splines with knots in M x and
N x , respectively.
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3.2.1.2. Averaging the envelopes of the signal
The assumption that h(t) satisﬁes the IMF conditions implies that S[M h , h] and
S[N h , h] are symmetric and their sum is zero. In order to remove the invisible
spline estimators for the HF component, S[M x , h] and S[N x , h], the EMD process
averages the upper and lower envelopes of x(t) and determines ξ0h (t) in c1 (t) to be
close to zero as shown by the green line in the second panel of the ﬁrst column
in Fig. 1. Thus, the spline interpolations of the HF component are removed with
remaining the error, ξ0h (t), which is caused by the diﬀerence between the extrema
of x(t) and those of the HF component. For the LF component, the EMD process
produces the average of the LF estimators, ˆ0 (t), as shown in the third and fourth
panels. If, as in the present case, both S[M x , ] and S[N x , ] are good estimators
of the LF component, then (t) − ˆ0 (t) must be close to zero.
3.2.1.3. Iteration eﬀects
In the next iteration, the sifting process for c1 (t) = h(t) + (t) − ˆ0 (t) − ξ0h (t) oﬀers
the following advantages. First, the newly given value af between h(t) (HF) and
(t) − ˆ0 (t) − ξ0h (t) (LF) is relatively small, and hence, mcj 1 moves closer to mhj as
iteration proceeds. Thus, the sum of S[M c1 , h] and S[N c1 , h] remains smaller error
than that in the previous iteration. Second, the LF component in c1 (t), (t)− ˆ0 (t)−
ξ0h (t), approaches a constant. Hence, when performing the cubic spline interpolation
of the LF component in c1 (t), the problem caused by undersampling, if any, can be
relatively released. Therefore, by iteration, the EMD process continues to remove
h
(t), more accurately.
the LF component in cn−1 (t), (t) − ˆn−2 (t) − ξn−2
3.2.1.4. Mathematical meaning of iterations
If we consider only the terms of i1 in Eq. (7), each term consists of the average
of envelopes. When E1i1 and E2i1 are appropriately detected, which means to be
close enough to M h and N h , respectively, the envelopes obtained at the i1 th iteration (S[E1i1 , h] and S[E2i1 , h]) and any sum of their repeated interpolating splines
(S[E1ik · · · E1i1 , h] and S[E1ik · · · E2i1 , h]) are symmetric each other, so that each term
of i1 is very close to zero by the IMF deﬁnition.
On the other hand, if E1i1 and E2i1 are not appropriate, especially when i1 = 0,
each term of i1 produces some error. The EMD procedure has an internal system to
be designed to cancel the errors by iteration. For the error by the sum of envelopes
at the ﬁrst i1 th iteration denoted by i1 = (S[E1i1 , h] + S[E2i1 , h])/2, an estimator
of it, which is given by averaging re-estimated cubic splines of the ﬁrst envelopes,
ˆi1 = (S[E1i2 E1i1 , h] + S[E1i2 E2i1 , h] + S[E2i2 E1i1 , h] + S[E2i2 E2i1 , h])/22 , is subtracted
at the second iteration. At the third iteration, the estimators of the i1 th envelopes,
S[Eki33 Eki11 ] and S[Eki33 Eki32 Eki11 ], are made but the sum of their coeﬃcients is zero.
Finally, it is expected that the error i1 and its all estimators cancel out each
other as iteration goes. The inﬁnite sum of the error and its estimators could be
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nonzero in some cases. It could be a clue for analyzing the stopping rule for Huang
et al. [1998] or enhancing EMD procedure, but this is beyond the scope of the
paper.
For the LF component with an appropriate value of f , all terms in Eq. (8)
obtained by applying spline interpolation recursively can be accurate estimators of
LF. The terms of estimators in Eq. (8) are added or subtracted by iterations and
h
is designed to approximate
the sum of their coeﬃcients is 1. Consequently, ξn−1
ˆ
zero, and n−1 appropriately estimates  in the case of 1 > af > af 2 . Hence, EMD
works properly by making cn be close to h in Eq. (6).
3.2.1.5. Discussion of the cases that EMD does not work properly
The undesirable EMD performance is mainly due to the poor approximation of
the LF component or the incorrect representations of the envelopes of the HF
component. We investigate these observations explicitly using the following two
cases. First, when f is close to 1, the number of knots for one oscillation of LF
can also decrease close to 1, and M x and N x at the ﬁrst iteration do not provide
suﬃcient number of knots for the spline approximation of (t). The middle column
in Fig. 1 illustrates an example for insuﬃcient number of knots. We generate a signal
satisfying 1 > af > af 2 with a high f value. The interpolating splines of the hidden
LF component (the third and fourth panels) cannot be good estimators of the LF
component because of undersampling problem for the spline construction. Even
when we obtain the exact extrema of HF that is ﬁnally achieved in the EMD process,
the value of f (and the number of knots for LF estimation) will be unlikely changed.
Therefore, any single term in Eq. (8) cannot be the proper LF estimator. That
is, EMD cannot appropriately work for a high f value because of undersampling
problem in the LF estimation. Consequently, EMD cannot remove  by its incorrect
estimator ˆn−1 , and, as an output, produces h+− ˆn−1 instead of h even in the best
h
= 0. Second, if the frequency value of the HF component f1 is very
case of ξn−1
x
high, mj cannot be appropriately close to mhj . The very tiny diﬀerence between
mxj and mhj makes the spline component S[M x , h] a poor estimator of the upper
envelope of the HF component S[M h , h] because of rapid decreasing or increasing
of h(t) (see the third column in Fig. 1). The term (t) − ˆ0 (t) − ξ0h (t) does not
approximate zero because of the average of inaccurately estimated envelopes of the
HF component, ξ0h (t), which is shown by the green line in the second panel. After
incorrectly extracting imf1 = h(t) − ξnh (t) + (t) − ˆn (t) ≈ h(t) − ξnh (t) as h(t), the
EMD process can extract ξ0h (t) from x(t) − imf 1 ≈ (t) + ξ0h (t) as imf2 or imf3 , as
shown in the third and fourth panels.
Moreover, employing smoothing spline instead of spline interpolation can facilitate a more accurate estimation of the envelopes of HF or lead to the envelopes
being more symmetric to each other, and hence, in the EMD process, µ0 (t) can be
considered as the proper estimator of the LF component; ξ0h (t) is correctly determined as a zero function in the ﬁrst iteration.
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3.2.2. Case af > af 2 > 1 where the LF component determines
the extrema of the signal
In this case, mxj is close to mj instead of mhj , and hence, the hidden cubic spline
component S[M x , ] approximates S[M  , ], the upper envelope of (t). Thus, the

when  is an IMF. On the other
term ˆn−1 of Eq. (6) should be replaced by ξn−1
x
hand, another hidden component, S[M , h], is a spline estimator of the HF comh
of Eq. (6) is replaced with ĥn−1 , and
ponent with knots in M x . Therefore, ξn−1

for the
hence, the extracted signals can be expressed as cn = h − ĥn−1 +  − ξn−1
x
monocomponent . In this case, the number of knots in M is always less than the
number of knots required for the proper spline interpolation of HF. Hence, ĥn−1 is
obtained as a weighted average of spline estimators for HF with insuﬃcient number
of knots.
In general, consider the case that LF consists of several components as (t) =
1 (t) + 2 (t), where 1 (t) and 2 (t) are the HF component and the sum of LF
components of (t), respectively, with satisfying 1 > af > af 2 , which represents
1
+ 2 − ˆ2,n−1 . As
the normal case. We now represent cn = h − ĥn−1 + 1 − ξn−1
1
ˆ
explained in the normal case, −ξn−1 + 2 − 2,n−1 is supposed to approximate
zero. On the other hand, h − ĥn−1 + 1 moves to achieve the IMF conditions by
iterations because the sum of envelopes in the nth iteration approximates zero.
That is, S[E1n , h − ĥn−1 + 1 ] + S[E2n , h − ĥn−1 + 1 ] ≈ 0 when Ekn−1 ≈ · · · ≈ Ek0 ≈
Ek1 , k = 1, 2. More speciﬁcally, in the example of the second iteration,
S[M c1 , h − ĥ0 + 1 ] + S[N c1 , h − ĥ0 + 1 ]
=

1
{2S[M c1 , h] − S[M c1 M x , h] − S[N c1 M x , h]
2
+ 2S[N c1 , h] − S[M c1 N x , h] − S[N c1 N x , h]}
+ S[M c1 , 1 ] + S[N c1 , 1 ]

≈ 0,
when M c1 ≈ M x ≈ M 1 and N c1 ≈ N x ≈ N 1 . Since a spline estimator of HF with
undersampled knots is very less oscillatory, the ﬁrst three terms and the following
three terms can be close to zero. The last two terms can approximate zero as 1 is
an IMF. Finally, h − ĥn−1 + 1 becomes imf 1 and x − cn = 2 + ĥn−1 goes to the
next step for extracting the second IMF. In other words, h(t) cannot be separated
from 1 (t) (see the ﬁrst column of Fig. 2). For better visualization, we put 2 = 0.
The green line in the second panel shows that ĥ0 has the almost identical frequency
to that of imf2 in the fourth panel. The imf1 is given as the result of h + 1 − ĥn−1 .
When 2 = 0, the component ĥn−1 can be extracted after imf2 according to the
new value af between ĥn−1 and 2 (t).
Before concluding this case, we emphasize that the current analysis can provide
a simple interpretation of the case where ĥ0 (and ﬁnally ĥn−1 ) closely achieves zero
and hence h + 1 is obtained as the ﬁrst IMF for simple sinusoids h and  with
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Signal

Signal

HF

HF

HF

IMF1

LF

LF

IMF2

LF

LF

(a)

Signal c1

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Case af > af 2 > 1: EMD does not separate HF. (b) and (c) Case af > 1 > af 2 :
EMD can have reﬁnement eﬀects — the ﬁrst iteration vs. the second iteration. The panels for HF
and IMF2 are enlarged for visualization.

f2 /f1 = k. In fact, Rilling and Flandrin [2008] performed a complicated and heavy
analysis to interpret this case. In our analysis, it is required to check that
T2
1
{cos(2πf1 mxj ) + cos(2πf1 (mxj + T2 ))} + cos 2πf1 mxj +
2
2

= 0,

where T2 denotes the period of 2 . The ﬁrst two terms imply the linear interpolation
of HF values at two consecutive knots given by the signal’s maxima, and the last
term denotes the HF value with knots given by the signal’s minima between two
maxima. We estimate the HF value at the minima using the HF value at the middle
point of two maxima. Then, the above equation can be considered as a minimal
necessary condition for ĥ0 to be zero, and we obtain cos(π/k) = −1 from simple
calculations, which implies that 1/k should be odd number. Hence, when 1/k is
close to odd number, ĥn−1 may not appear as an IMF component. This analysis
can substitute the explanation for the simulation results obtained by Rilling and
Flandrin [2008].
3.2.3. Case af > 1 > af 2 where both components cannot determine
the extrema of the signal
This case represents that M x or N x follows neither the extrema of the HF component nor those of the LF component. In the normal case, we have mentioned that
the undersampling problem for the LF component estimation is diﬃcult to solve.
Hence, we focus on cases where the knots do not cause undersampling problem in
the LF estimation, which implies that f is suﬃciently low.
From Eq. (9), the sifting process at the ﬁrst iteration actually produces four
hidden spline estimators. At the next iteration, each one is estimated again by
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spline interpolation with the updated extrema sets as explained in Sec. 3.2.1.4. for
the normal case. The sum of coeﬃcients of all estimators for M x = E10 after n (≥ 2)
iterations in Eq. (7) is zero, because
n−2


p

(−1)

p=0

1

n−2 Cp p+1
2

n−2
1 
2 =
(−1)p
2 p=0
p

n−2 Cp

= 0,

n ≥ 2.

Hence, each inaccurately estimated spline can be canceled by its repeatedly estimated splines with remaining negligible errors. For example, when S[M x , ] is
incorrectly estimated, its eﬀects on ˆn−1 is not signiﬁcant once the EMD process iterates more than twice. On the other hand, the value af between h (HF)
h
− ˆi−1 (LF) may ﬁnally drop down under 1 with iterations. Once af
and  − ξi−1
falls below 1, S[Eki , h], S[Eki , ], k = 1, 2, and their re-estimated splines after the
ith iteration can perform as in the normal case. Therefore, in Eqs. (7) and (8),
the incorrectly estimated splines are canceled by their repeatedly estimated splines
with remaining negligible errors as iteration proceeds, whereas the appropriately
estimated splines after the ith iteration perform well. The second and third columns
in Fig. 2 illustrate this analysis. S[M x , h] and S[M x , ] are correctly estimated, but
S[N x , h] and S[N x , ] are failed. In the second iteration, increasing number of knots
by iteration enhances the estimators of LF, S[E11 , ] and S[E21 , ] to be accurate as
shown in the third and fourth panels of the rightmost column. Incorrectly estimated splines obtained from each iteration can be eliminated at the subsequent
iterations. Therefore, we observe some reﬁnement eﬀects for a low f value in the
third case.
Finally, we state that, in the analysis for the normal case, we have approximately
suggested 1/f > 3 as the condition for obtaining the proper LF estimation by spline
interpolation. For the high f value which provides the proper spline estimator
according to knot locations, however, we can expect some reﬁnement eﬀects as
explained in the third case. Hence, the simulation results for 1/3 < f < 2/3 in
Rilling and Flandrin [2008] can be explained in our analysis. A detailed analysis of
f is beyond the scope of the present study.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a direct and simple interpretation of the EMD process
by cubic spline interpolation. Using the framework involving three cases suggested
by Rilling and Flandrin [2008], we discuss how EMD works and why EMD does
not work properly. In addition, we explain EMD outputs as linear combinations
of spline estimators and reveal where the undesirable components among EMD
outputs are from. Furthermore, since the interpretation is performed in the time
domain, it provides a direct insight into the EMD process. The summary of the
analysis is given in Table 1. As a further aspect of this study, it seems plausible to
extend the current analysis to two-dimensional EMD by incorporating thin-plate
spline interpolation.
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Table 1.

Case

Summary.

Underlying principle of EMD

Details

af 2

• Cubic spline interpolation provides
proper estimation of LF and
symmetric estimation of HF
envelopes.

• There exist a certain range for f and
an upper bound for f1 where EMD
works well.
• When f is too high, EMD cannot
work properly.
• When f1 is ultra high, an undesired
h
appears.
IMF component ξn−1

af > af 2 > 1

• Cubic spline interpolation
represents LF envelopes eﬀectively,
but provides a poor estimation of
HF due to undersampled knots.

• The sum of HF and LF, which is
subtracted by incorrect estimator of
HF, h + 1 − ĥn−1 , is misidentiﬁed
as imf1 .
• The incorrect estimator of HF with
undersampled knots, ĥn−1 , can
appear as a new IMF component.

af > 1 > af 2

• By reﬁnement eﬀects obtained by
iterations, EMD can extract the
HF component as desired.

• For an appropriate range of the
frequency ratio f , an incorrectly
estimated term at an iteration can
be removed at the subsequent
iterations.

1 > af >
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